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NABO is looking to find out what it can do to be of 

assistance to your club/organization.  The hope is 

that your club has begun/can begin formulating a 

four year plan (2008-11) and perhaps a part of that 

is relevant to NABO and your fellow Basque 
communities. 

NABO is continuing its development of “ZATOZ” 

and we hope that your club/organization will opts 

to be part of this (as you choose which parts are of 

use to you). Accordingly, over the next couple of 

months, the NABO Facilitator will endeavor to 

communicate with someone in your club.  Please 

contact us at info@naBASQUE.org 

 Recreate + Educate = Perpetuate  
. 
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ARTISTAK: Shared Basque Performer Tours 

 

Option I.  O+Hatz Nov. 2008 Tour 

 

Option II.  Maddi Oihenart 
Oct. 2008 Tour 

GOAL. The Basque Government has created a special fund to send over Basque performers for 
a broad tour of our Basque communities.  The objectives are threefold:  to 1) help animate 

our Basque community with something out-of-the-ordinary; 2) reveal some of the new Basque 
artists and their works; and 3) get our area clubs/organizations working together on some 
joint events.   

REQUIRED. Several Basque clubs need to work together to coordinate this.  The performers 

are not paid a performance fee—they come over with the understanding that their travel is 
covered.  While the Basque Government provides funds for travel, each host community is 
responsible for arranging a performance and negotiating lodging and food for the performers 
while they are there.  Then after a few days, they move on to the next Basque community. 

2011 2008 2009 2010   

West North South Central Eastern 

FresnoLos Banos 
Marin-Sonoma 
Rocklin  
Seattle 
SF Anaitasuna 
SF Basque Club 
SF Basque Center 
SF BEO 

Boise 
Oinkari Dancers 
Salt Lake 
Buffalo 
Rock Springs 
Gooding 
Basque Museum 
Ontario 
Mountain Home 
Homedale 
Cenarrusa 

Chino 
Bakersfield 
Las Vegas 
So. California 
LA Oberena 
Ventura County 

Reno 
Elko 
Winnemucca 
Gardnerville 
Susanville 
Santa Rosa 
Colorado 
Battle Mountain 
Center for 
Basque Studies 

Washington D.C. 
NY EE 
NY Society of 
Basque Studies 

 

file:///C:/Users/Patxi/Documents/Patxi%20Webs/naBASQUE/NABO/O+hatz2.htm
file:///C:/Users/Patxi/Documents/Patxi%20Webs/naBASQUE/NABO/maddi.htm
file:///C:/Users/Patxi/Documents/Patxi%20Webs/naBASQUE/NABO/maddi.htm
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All the best ideas in the world remain just that, unless a group of people pick them up and 

make them happen. Taldeak translates as "teams" and the objective here is to create focus 
groups on various aspects of Basque culture that can in turn help to serve our various NABO 
members. 

WHY GROUPS. At one end of the continuum is one person in NABO making decisions, and at 
the other is all the voting delegates. It's not advisable to go with either extreme (e.g., NABO 
has to be more than just one person but asking everyone to be engaged in everything isn't 

viable either).  So the hoped for remedy is the use of focus (advisory) groups, consisting of 
volunteers who are specifically interested in this aspect of Basque culture. The aim is for this 
group to articulate and implement NABO's four year plan of "ZATOZ."  The groups remain 
open to revision as necessary. 

Organization of focus groups: 
 > All volunteer-based consisting of NABO delegates and NABO associates (those non-

delegates/voting members who nevertheless step up to serve) 
 > Consists of getting together a few times a year via GoToMeeting phone teleconferences. 

     

 

Autonomous Basque Government of Euskadi 
 
The Autonomous Basque Government of Euskadi (the union of Araba, Bizkaia & 
Gipuzkoa) has made a concentrated effort to reach out and assist Diaspora Basques 
with various programs.  
 

 

Josu Legarreta 

Euskal Gizatalde Harremanetarako Zuzendaritza 
Directorate for Relations with Basque Communities 
Lehendakaritza 
Presidency of the Basque Government 

C/ Navarra, 2  
01007 Vitoria-Gasteiz 
Euskadi SPAIN 

Phone: 34/945 01 81 21 
Fax 34/945 01 81 58 
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BASQUES IN THE MEDIA 

NABO is working to facilitate a project initiated by the Basque Government to 
catalogue the mention of Basques in U.S. newspapers.  This will then serve as a 

database for future research. 
 
OVERVIEW OF PROJECT 
The Autonomous Basque Government of Euskadi is currently developing a project to compile 
data on Basque immigration that was published since 1876.  The work has commenced to 
digitize and catalogue items that refer to Basques in the  newspapers from throughout the 

Americas.  To date this research has yielded 12 DVDs with 180.000 digitial pages of Basque 
references in South American newspapers.  This project now shifts to North America with an 
ongoing effort to digitize and/or photograph news that touches on the Basques over the last 
century in newspapers of areas where Basques are concentrated. 

The project's objective is to promote investigations of Basque immigration in a trans-American 
comparison, and this effort will serve as a database.  There is no economic gain from this 
endeavor; compiled data will not be sold.  To make this viable, each newspaper is being asked 
for permission to cite their work.   

BASQUES IN THE AMERICAN PRESS 
Compilation and Digitalization of News about the Basque Country and the Basque 

Communities 
Oscar ÁLVAREZ GILA > 

Alberto ANGULO MORALES 
José Bernardo MARCILESE 

oalvarez@euskalnet.net  

 

The project has several proposed phases (see below) that hopes to involve the Basque clubs 
along with interested universities: 

Methodology.  Somewhere in the item the word Basque must be referenced, or a Basque 
symbol used. It is very specific to how the outside world has perceived/depicted the Basques 

in printed media.   
 

Initial focus.  The three states with the largest Basque populations are California, Idaho & 
Nevada (in that order).  Thus the initial phase will concentrate on these population centers. 

Coordination.  We are looking to identify regional coordinators that will oversee the work of 
biltzaileak (collectors). 

Pay & property rights:  Collectors are paid $1 per item found.  In return, they agree to sign a 
document that renounces their claim to the data's use for the greater good of the project.   

http://www.lehendakaritza.ejgv.euskadi.net/r48-3872/en/contenidos/informacion/03_congreso2007/en_intro/adjuntos/alvarez_prensa_digitalizada_en.pdf
mailto:oalvarez@euskalnet.net
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Timeline: 

2008:  Idaho / eastern Oregon regional analysis up and running.  Develop a viable model that 
we can then utilize in a larger scope of analysis 
2009:  Initiate Nevada & California? 

Contacts at present they are: 
Patty Miller, Basque Museum & Cultural Center  pattym@basquemusuem.com  
John Bieter, Ph.D., Basque Studies at Boise State john.bieter@boisestate.edu  
John Ysursa, NABO Faciliator info@nabasque.org 

Initial newspaper sources for Idaho/Oregon region: 
The Idaho Statesman (Boise area daily) 
Times News (Twin Falls daily) 
The Idaho Register (Catholic  weekly) 

Burns Times Herald (eastern Oregon) 
Argus Observer (Ontario, OR) 

 

mailto:pattym@basquemusuem.com
mailto:john.bieter@boisestate.edu
mailto:info@nabasque.org
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photo EuskalKultura.com 

 

ARGAZKITEGIA: Basque Photo Archive 

In conjunction with the Basque Government of Euskadi, NABO is participating in the 

creation of a Basque photo archive and is seeking the collaboration of contributors. 
The goal is to create a comprehensive photo archive of the Basque Diaspora. 
  

PHOTOGRAPH ARCHIVE PROJECT OVERVIEW 

1.- The “photograph archive” is one of the projects in 
the overall RECUPERATION OF HISTORIC MEMORY 
program. 

1A. Objectives: 
·         To collect and digitize images associated with 
the euskal etxeak 
·         To post the digital archive on the Internet 
allowing for global access 

1B. Characteristics: 
·         Educational approach 
·         Preservation of original images 
·         Transfer of rights 
·         Extensive and varied themes 

2.- Quantitative goal: 50,000 photographs in the period from 2008-2011. Redefine the annual goal 

3.- Collection of topics: 

 3.1 Any photograph relating to Basques around the world; it would be better to take a non-

restrictive approach to classification. It is also in our interest to include as broad a spectrum as 
possible in terms of subject matter, including an “OTHERS” category at the end. 

 3.2 Sample of topics to encourage people to contribute: 

a)    Photographs of buildings: 
1.- Basque Center buildings 
2.- Basque Center interiors 
3.- Objects: paintings, images, etc.  
4.- Other Basque style buildings. 
5.- Fronton courts 
6.- Plazas 
7.- Basque companies 
8.- Others 
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b)    Photographs of people: 
9.- Presidents of Basque Centers; 10- Boards of Directors; 11.- Dance groups; 12- Individual 
danzaris; 13- Basque personalities or relevant figures of Basque descent: politicians; 
business people, artists, missionaries, etc.; 14- Pelotaris and other sports figures; 15.- 
Txistularis; 16.- Choirs; 17.- Music groups; 18.- Young people from the Gaztemundu 
program; 19.- Others 

c)    Photographs of Basque symbols: 
20.- lauburus; 21.- Paintings and sculptures; 22.- Images of t-shirts; 23.- Basque dresses 
and berets; 24.- Tablecloths, napkins, handkerchiefs, etc.; 25.- Signs; 26.- Keychains 
27.- Medals; 28.- Rings; 29.- Cars or busses with ikurriñas or Basque names, such as 
“Transportes El Vasquito”; 30.- Posters; 31.- Basque signs; 32.- Others 

d)    Activities and celebrations: 
33.- Basque Week; 34.- Ralleys; 35.- Anniversaries; 36.- Festival programs; 37.- Specific 
festivals: Aberri Eguna, San Ignacio, etc.; 38.- Specific programs: Basque community 
gatherings, pelota games, etc.;  39.- Food related activities; 40.- Congresses; 41.- Training 
courses; 42.- Conferences; 43.- Dance and choir events; 44.- Basque centre activities and/or 
centre directors at other institutions; 45.- Udalekus; 46.- Euskera classes; 47.- Children’s 
festivities; 48.- Euskal Etxea social activities; 49.- Social activities among Basques not 
belonging to Basque centers: nuns, priests, etc. ; 50.- Mus; 51.- Others. 

e)   Techincal specifications: 
6.1 Any photograph of a Basque-related theme. 
6.2 Specific non-exclusive technical requirements can also be defined. (Some of the 
photographs will be posted on the website by a designated person from the Basque Center; 
however, there may be photographs posted by individuals under their own responsibility.  
6.3 The matter of intellectual property: photographs will be the property of the people who 
contribute them, never the Basque Government.  

4. Phases: 

4.1 Digitizing.  The first step will be to collect photos that only exist on paper, in negatives or slides, 
converting them to digital files. The digitizing process can be done in two ways: 

a.   scanning the images according the following minimum criteria: 
·    resolution: 200 dots per inch (dpi) 
·    scale:  100% for paper (original size); 400% for negatives or slides (equivalent to a resolution 
of 800 dpi at 100%) 
·     file format: uncompressed TIF or JPG at 85% 

b.   using a digital camera, i.e., taking digital pictures of the original paper images. This method is 
not valid for negatives or slides but since the percentage of images in these formats is limited, it 
is the best option for euskal etxeak with less resources, since the technology complications are 
reduced to a minimum. 

The images in possession of the Basque Government are already being digitized.  The second step will be 
to collect photographs taken more recently in digital format.  

4.2. Cataloging   Cataloging of digital photographs will be carried out by personnel in charge of managing 
the portal, based on the information provided for each image by the submitter and according to the 
criteria listed below. A special form will be provided for the euskal etxeak to fill in for the images they 
submit.  

The digital photograph files will be catalogued based on the following criteria: 
§  Origin: Basque center and details of person submitting the photograph 
§  Mailing date: day, month and year the image was sent 
§  Image date: day, month and year of the image 
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§  Description: 
§  Geographic location the picture was taken (country, province or state, city and specific place) 
§  People appearing in picture (full names) 
§  Description of event of activity captured in the photograph 

Some of the information may not be available. However, all attempts should be made to provide as much 
information as possible so that the search engine is rendered as effective as possible. (See Annex I below) 
 
4.3 Contribution from Basque centers 
Any photographs provided by members of Basque communities shall fulfill the digitizing and cataloging 
criteria listed above. They should should be a maximum of 5Mb and have a maximum resolution of 5 
megapixels.  

Contributions can be sent as follows: 
·         Members can send files in digital form on a CD or any other magnetic storage media to the 
corresponding Basque center or federation, or directly to the Basque Government to be included in the 
Basque Diaspora Digital Photograph Archive. This is the best option for large volumes of photographs. 
Each picture shall be accompanied by a datasheet containing the information listed in the section on 
cataloging. 
·         Alternatively, a space will be provided at euskaletxeak.net, where each image can be uploaded and 
a factsheet with the cataloging information mentioned in phase 2 completed online. 
·         All of the photographs submitted via any of these methods will be validated and shown on the 
website. A search engine will be designed based on the cataloging system.      
  

 

www.EuskalEtxeak.net  

 

WEBGUNE BERRIA: New website for Basque clubs  

Plans are in the works to create a new universal website for all the Basque clubs 
around the world.  It might debut this fall if it is embraced by most institutions. 

The website will include various material, including a photo database of Basques from all over 
the world. 
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HERRI KIROLAK: Basque Sports 

 
Interested in participating in this focus (advisory) group?  Send an email to info@nabasque.org 
 

The 2008 EUSKAL PILOTA TXAPELKETA TRINKETEAN is being held in Santiago, Chile from 

August 30th to Sept. 6th.  
 
The MENDIXOLAko PILOTARIEN BILTZARRA provided by Jean Louis Indart is being held at his 
home (10545 Sierra Mesa Rd, Juniper Hills, CA) on Saturday, Sept. 6th. Mass with Klika will be 
celebrated at 11am, followed by a BBQ chicken and steak lunch at 12pm ($20 adults, $7 
children under 12). Gazteak and adult Esku Pilota Games will start at 2pm featuring players 
from California and France (EPB).  

 
The 2008 NABOko PILOTA TXAPELKETA is being held at the San Francisco Basque Cultural 
Center on Sept. 12-13th with players from Bakersfield, Boise, Chino, Fresno and San 
Francisco. Exhibition Paleta Goma and Paleta Cuero games will be played on the 14th at 
3:30pm with players from SF, Bakersfield and Boise.  

Friday 9/12       
5pm SEMI-FINAL CLASS B GOMA SFBCC v. FRESNO 
6pm SEMI-FINAL CLASS A GOMA BFA v. SFBCC 
Saturday 9/13       
8:00am FINAL CLASS B GOMA Winner of 9/12 v. KCBC 
9:00am FINAL ESKU CLASS B BFA v. SFBCC 
10:00am FINAL WOMEN'S GOMA BFA v. SFBCC 
11:00am FINAL HAURRAK ESKU SFBCC v. KCBC 
12:00pm  LUNCH     
1:00pm FINAL ESKU SINGLES SFBCC v. CHINO 
2:00pm FINAL ESKU CLASS A SFBCC v. KCBC 
3:00pm FINAL WOMEN'S BALEEN BFA v. SFBCC 
4:00pm FINAL VETERANS GOMA KCBC v. SFBCC 
5:00pm FINAL CLASS A GOMA Winner 9/12 v. KCBC 
Sunday 9/14       

3:30pm 
EXHIBITION 

GAME 
CLASS A GOMA 

BFA/KCBC v. 

SFBCC/KCBC 

4:30pm 
EXHIBITION 

GAME 
PALETA CUERO LOCAL PLAYERS 

  

mailto:info@nabasque.org
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GAZTEAK:  Youth Focus (Advisory) Group 

Interested in participating in this focus (advisory) group?  Send an email to info@nabasque.org 
 
 
--Haurbildu: 9 & under 
--Udaleku: 10-15 
--Gaztealde: 16-20 (2009 in Seattle?) 
--Zuberoa exchange (Aug. 2009 here) 
--Possible youth trip to the Euskal Herria 
  

 

 

mailto:info@nabasque.org
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DANTZA & MUSIKA: Dance | Music Focus Group 

 

Interested in participating in this focus (advisory) group?  Send an email to info@nabasque.org 
 
 
NABO Convention groups.  Four groups are joining the Chino hosts in the festivities:  Bakersfield, Los 
Banos, Salt Lake City & San Francisco, 
 
Future workshop (hopefully Winter/Spring 2009):  Teaching methods for the fandango & arin-arin 
(Jota & Porrusalda) for instructors & advanced dancers.  Once again, the plan is to do several 
workshops in different cities to allow for more ease for t  Note this is contingent on Basque 
Government support.  
 
Resources:  The plan at present is to make available material from the just completed workshops via 
a new website ikerfolk.net that we'll assist in creating.  Updates on this soon. 

Next year--Reno 2009:  do we try to create a mixed group bringing together dancers (past and 
present) from different communities? 
 
Argentina Exchange:  Can we put together a group of dancers from here to travel and perform at their 
"Semana Vasca" in Argentina, and then in turn to host their dance group here? 

 

mailto:info@nabasque.org
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EUSKARA, SONG & MUS 

 
Interested in participating in this focus (advisory) group?  Send an email to info@nabasque.org 

IKUSGARRI-VISIBLE  

KANTATU  
“Hi Kantari” euskal kanten liburuxkaren helburua euskara, euskal kantak eta musa 

bultzatzea da.  
This mini songbook is an effort to promote the Basque language, song & mus entitled “Hi 
Kantari”(“You are a singer”). 

EUSKARATU  
Euskarara itzultzea. NABOK gure bazkideei internet orriak, aldizkariak, euskal 
etxeen ikurrak, etab itzultzeko zerbitzua eskaini ahal dio gure hizkuntza 
ikusgarriago bihurtzeko bazkideentzat eta komunitatearentzat.  
Translating into Basque. NABO could offer a service to our members to translate portions of 
their websites, newsletters, clubhouse signs, for example, into the Basque language so that it 

becomes more visible to our membership and community. 
 
  

mailto:info@nabasque.org
http://www.nabasque.org/Pages/herria_kantaria.htm
http://www.nabasque.org/Pages/euskaratu.htm
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BIDERAGARRI-VIABLE 

IRAKASLE BERRIAK SORTU.  Aurten Euskara irakasle izan nahi dutenak bilatzen ari 

gara. Pertsona hauek ez dute euskara jakin behar. Argentinan dagoeneko erabili den 
programa erabiliko dugulako irakasteko irakasle izateko prest dagoenari. 
GET NEW INSTRUCTORS. This year we actively seek to identify potential candidates for 
developing into new Euskara instructors.  They can be from zero to intermediate level of 
Basque; HABE has developed a successful program to accomplish this task as witnessed in 
Argentina. 

* Euskara irakasle kopurua handitzea.   
* Irakasle 2 eduki euskal etxe bakoitzean. 
*Internet programa baten bitartez euskalduntzea aurrerantzean irakasle izateko. 

 *Irakasle berriak trebatzea ikastaro pedagogikoen bitartez.  
* Euskara klaseak ez duten Euskal etxeetan  Euskara klaseak hastea. Euskalduna 
den irakaslerik ez badago 2 trebatzea.  Irakasle euskaldunak badaude, hastea 2008 
eta 2009an. 
*Increase the number of Basque students. 
* Have 2 instructors per Basque Center. 

* Teach Basque via the internet to the people that want to become Basque instructors.  

*Train new instructors to teach Basque. 
* To start Basque classes in places where they do not presently exist. 
* If no Basque speaking instructors are available, 2 need to be trained. If there are Basque 
speaking instructors available, start classes on 2008 or 2009.  

SUSTATU  Euskara irakasleak lagundu nahi ditugu eta honetarako material berriak 
eskaintzeaz gain ikastaroak ere eskaini nahi dutugu irakasleen lana errazteko 
klaseak prestatzen.  Aurten BOGA internetean egongo da eta ez da CD-romik behar 
izango. Honetaz gain, HABE euskara klaseetarako material gehiago prestatzen ari 
da. Material berri hay ingelesez ere irakur daiteke. 

SUSTAIN. Continue to sustain our current volunteer Euskara instructors with regular 
workshop(s) and offering of learning materials for use in classes.  This year BOGA is scheduled 
to be completely internet base thus doing away with the discs.  Furthermore, HABE is at work 
developing more English based material for our use. 

*Irakasleentzako ikastaroa sortu urtero gai desberdin baten inguruan. (Nola 
irakatsi, zer irakatsi, nola lagundu zailtasunak dituzten ikasleei, nola erabili 
ikasgela, nola hobetu irakasleen euskara maila…). 
* Irakasleentzako klaseak sortu eta emailez bidali eta NABO orrian gehitu. 
(Klasearen azalpena eman eta ariketak egiteko behar diren materialak internetean 

jarri). 
*Etengabeko laguntza eskaintzea irakasleei eskola emateko metodologia arazoekin 

http://www.nabasque.org/Euskara/ikastaroa.htm
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edota hizkuntzaren inguruan eduki ditzaketen zalantzekin. 
*Irakasleak euskara irakasteko materialez hornitzea. 

* Euskal etxeetako irakasleak harremanetan jarri euskeraz mintza daitezen Euskal 
Herriko goi mailako ikasleekin (mintzapraktika, skype, ikasbil… programen bitartez). 
* Irakasleek interesa edukiz gero, Ikasbileko  ikastaro bat egitea internetez. 
* Offer a new workshop for instructors every year. 
* Create lesson plans for instructors and put them on the NABO webpage.  
* Offer continuous help to the instructors with pedagogical and language issues.  

*Create correspondence between instructors and high level Basque students in the Basque 
Country. 
* If the instructors are interested have them du a workshop (from Ikasbil) every year. 

 
IKASLEAK 
* Euskara ikasle guztien maila igotzea oinarrizko ezagutzatik haratago. 1Atik 1Bra 
* Ikasleak harremanetan jarri euskeraz hitz egin dezaten AEBetan zehar 

(mintzapraktika, skype… programen bitartez). 
* Ikasleekin harremanetan egon. Animatu barnetegietara joaten eta informazioa 

eman. 
* Increase the number of Basque students from beginning to intermediate. *Create 
correspondence between the Basque students in the States via intenert (email, skype, 
mintzapraktika…) 
*Motivate students to travel to the Basque Country and attend the Barnetegis.  

 
BOGA(tu)  BOGA benetan erabiltzea eta ikasle kopurua handitzea. Internetez egon 
behar da arazo teknologikoekin amaitzeko. 
BOGA koordinatzailea dugu AEB eta Canadarako.  
BOGA(tu) Having a person to serve as the universal BOGA coordinator for all those using 
BOGA in the U.S. & Canada (English speaking). 

* BOGA ikasle kopurua handitzea.  Euskal etxxetako euskera ikasleen artean ere bai. 
BOGA eduki baina erabiltzen ez dutenak erabiltzen lagundu eta bultzatu. 
* BOGAren jarraipena egin (ariketak zuzendu, ziurtatu BOGA erabiltzen dutela, 
arazoekin eta zalantzekin lagundu). 

*Increase the number of BOGA students also among the Basque students at the Basque 
Centers. Motivate the students that have BOGA at home to use it. 
* Monitor the progress of BOGA students. 

 
GAZTEAK/YOUNG 
* AEBetako Udalekuetan gazteek euskera ikasteko materialak sortu. 
* Euskal Herriarekin trukaketa egin.  Ameriketako nerabeak EHko familiekin bizi 
udan eta euskera ikasi eta EHko nerabeak AEBetara etorri ameritar-euskaldun 
familiekin bizitzeko eta ingelesa ikasi. 2010-2010an hasi.   

*Create new materials for the Basque Summer Camp. 

* Create a student exchange program between the Basque Country and your community for 
young people to learn Basque or English.  

 
EUSKARA COORDINATOR    
HABEK pertsona bat ordainduko du 4 urtez lan egiteko lanardi murriztuan.  Bost 
ordu astero.  Soldata da (NABOko sustatzailearen soldatan oinarrituta): 5 ordu 
($24/orduro) X 50 aste = $ 6.000 /urtean. 

http://www.nabasque.org/Pages/boga_coordinator.htm
http://www.nabasque.org/Pages/boga_coordinator.htm
http://www.nabasque.org/Euskara/coordinator.htm
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EUSKARA COORDINATOR   All the above requires someone to put these things in motion.  
The proposal is the following: 

> HABE financially provide the means to keep one person working part-time over the next four 
years.  The current request is at 5 hours a week to begin, across the whole year.  The 
payment basis (based on the same equation for the NABO Facilitator) is: 5hrs ($24 each hour) 
x 50 weeks = $6,000 a year. 

  

BIZIGARRI-VITAL 

IKUSGARRITU  Euskararen ikasketa eta erabilera indartzeko beharra dugu baina 

honetarako euskararen garrantziaz ohartu behar gara. Euskal hizkuntza euskal 
kulturaren oinarria da eta hau zabaldu behar dugu.  
IKUSGARRITU Ongoing promotion of learning Euskara involves raising an awareness of the 
necessity of learning/using it.  This also includes the communication of the vital role played by 
the language in Basque identity.  

*Euskal etxeei euskara itzulpen zerbitzua eskaini (euskal jaiak, NABO batzarrak, 
euskal etxeen internet orriak euskaratuz). 
* Offer a Basque translation system to the Basque Centers (websites, festivals, meetings…) 

http://www.nabasque.org/Euskara/coordinator.htm
http://www.nabasque.org/Pages/Projects/euskara.htm
http://www.nabasque.org/Pages/Projects/euskara.htm
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JAKINARAZI: "To Make Known" 
Education & Communication 

 

Interested in participating in this focus (advisory) group?  Send an email to info@nabasque.org  
 

 

GUREA:  "It's Ours" 
Basque Cultural Literacy Project 

For a culture to survive it must be transmitted from generation to generation.  If 
effective means of doing this are not found, then a culture dissipates and soon 

disappears. The GUREA ("It's Ours") Basque Cultural Literacy Project is aimed at 
developing and implementing some effective methods to sustain "Basqueness:" 
Basque culture and identity. 

"You cannot give what you do not have."  Many of us want to give to younger generations a 
sense of Basqueness (Basque culture & identity) because we want to share what we have and 
what we have appreciated.  What we have in relation to Basque culture we'll refer to as 
GUREA: "That which is ours."  The problem--and don't take this personal--is that many of us 
don't have much depth or breadth of knowledge about Basqueness.  This is the proposed 
definition of the problem and solution: we have to learn (ikasi) more to be able to teach 

(irakatsi) more.  If we commit ourselves to this Basque Cultural Literacy Project, we stand a 
better chance of seeing Basqueness not only endure but flourish.  What do you think?  Is this 
worthwhile for NABO to pursue in relation to our motto of 
Recreate + Educate = Perpetuate ? 
  

http://nabasque.org/Astero/A1-1_motto.htm
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In general, culture is made up of 
three distinct yet integrated layers: 
 
 > Thinking:  language, symbols & 
artifacts 
 > Behaving: customs, practices & 
interactional patterns 
 > Valuing: shared values, norms, 
beliefs & expectations 

 
 

One of the challenges that confronts those who wish to see Basqueness endure is the fact of 

the matter that most have only a limited understanding of Basque culture and identity.  There 
are various reasons for this, including the fact that for many immigrant Basques, their initial 
understanding of the Basque Country was generally limited to only an area of about twenty 

miles from their birthplace.  This was just the way life was at that time.  Meanwhile while 

today its much easier to travel greater distances and to see many parts of the Basque 
Country, oftentimes on the tour-package plan the knowledge we get still remains limited.   
  

Part I:  Book Proposal. There are already various resources available and some of these are 
excellent.  What is being initially proposed, however, is a three-part introductory book that 
would serve to provide greater breadth with of course references for the reader to pursue 
greater depth and online links. 

> Title proposals:  "Euskaldunak: The Basques" (to plain? non-descriptive?) or 
"What Every Basque needs to know about Basque Culture but Doesn't" (catchy? excessive?) or 
"A Basques Primer" or "Basqueness: Basque culture & Identity" or . . .? 

> Format:  Selections on various aspects of Basque culture (e.g., sport, legends, literature, 
etc.) will be kept brief (perhaps a page or two) and elaborated with images and artwork. 

> Authors:  It would be a joint effort calling on volunteers to contribute portions that NABO 
would coordinate 
> Content:  divided into three parts to embrace the experiences of Basques here and there, 
yesterday and today as symbolized by these images: 

 

 

 

Traditional Basque Culture Basque-American Experience Basques in the World Today 
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This material has been covered (for example in these texts above) but the objective is to 
create a hybrid publication that would hopefully be inexpensive, illustrated, illuminating and 

inspiring.   

  

Part II:  Rotating Workshops 
 
Basque clubs regularly receive inquiries from European Basques that go along the lines of:  
"would like to meet Basque-Americans" and "prepared to work at whatever to cover expenses 
while there" and "want to help teach about Basque culture."  In practice, very few of these 

inquiries ever meet with much success.  Meanwhile, Basque clubs are always in search of ways 
of communicating information about "Basqueness:" Basque culture & identity.  The proposal is 
to meld these two elements. 
 
Basque country young adults apply to a program where the Directorate of Relations with 

Basque Communities prepares them in a program.  This preparation will make them able to 
present a one-week selection of classes and lessons geared to both children and adults. 

 
This team (probably a pair) would spend one week in a host community then move to the 
next, covering from 4-6 communities during the course of a summer.   
 
Morning sessions would be geared more to children, while later afternoon events would be for 
both young and old.  They could include teaching dances, watching a Basque film (explained & 
discussed), cooking classes, Euskara introduction, etc. 

 
Goal:  allow communities to come together for several days of sharing and learning about 
their Basque heritage. 
  

  

Part III.  Exhibitions 

Because humans are so visual, it is always advantageous to provide exhibitions that offer 

impressive visuals.  And with the computer and its possibilities of interaction, this too is a 
viable method to communicate information about Basque culture.  There are two already 
underway: 

 
Photo Exhibits    Kantuketan Exhibit 
  

  

Part IV.  Lot's more is possible .... So what do you think?  Is this where NABO should go?  
Send your comments to info@nabasque.org  

 

http://nabasque.org/Pages/Projects/photos.htm
http://nabasque.org/Pages/Projects/Kantuketan.htm
mailto:info@nabasque.org
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DIRUA:  NABO Finance Focus (Advisory) Group 

Interested in participating in this focus (advisory) group?  Send an email to info@nabasque.org 

  
                                          

  

 KONTZEPTUA 
 

Azpiegitura eta  
ekipamendu gastuak 

  

COSTE TOTAL 
/ GUZTIZKO 

KOSTUA(dolar) 

Total cost in 
dollars 

  

SUBVENCIÓN 
SOLICITADA / 
ESKATUTAKO 

DIRULAGUNTZA 

Requested from 
the Basque 
Govenment 

  

OTRAS AYUDAS / BESTELAKO 
DIRULANTZAK 

Other sources of financial 
support 

 
   I. NABOko egingaiak: 
I A. UDALEKU 
  Summer Camp $19,350 $6,000 $13,350 

I B. NABOren GAZTUAK  
  NABO expenses $18,000 $12,000 $6,000 
I C. IKASTAROA 
  Youth-Dance workshops $10,000 $5,500 $4,500 
 ID. PILOTA 
  Handball expenses $8,000 $3,000 $5,000 
 
 III. NABO & EJeko elkar egingaiak--dirulaguntzarik gabe ezin da egin: 

AA. HITZALDI ITZULIAK 
  Lecture tour 

  $3,000   
  B. NABOren 
SSUSTATZAILEA 
  NABO Facilitator   $22,000   

  C. SOSKETAK 
  Two raffle prizes 

  $2,500   
  D. EUSKALDUNAK 
PPRENSAN 
  Basques in the Media   $4,000   
  E. EUSKARAREN    
  ZUZENDARIA 
  NABO Euskara   
  Coordinator   $5,000   

   2008eko GUZTIA:  $63,000 
   Igaz eskatu geneun $69,000 

  

mailto:info@nabasque.org
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DECLARATION PROPOSAL 

NABO has been contacted to see if we would like to join with other  organizations in 

the Basque Diaspora in issuing this declaration.  Each club/organization can take its 
own position on this, but the issue here is what is NABO's position? 

Context:  

 
The "Ibarretxe Plan" (so named for the Lehendakari or President of the Autonomous Basque 
Government of Euskadi that encompasses the three historical regions of Araba, Bizkaia & 
Gipuzkoa) calls for a plebiscite on Oct. 25, 2008 to solicit the response from inhabitants of this 
region to: 

> Do you agree to support a negotiated end to violence, if ETA delivers unequivocally its wish 
to put an end to violence once and for all:  Yes or No? 
> Do you agree to the initiation by all Basque political parties, without exclusions, of a 
negotiation process to reach a Democratic Agreement on the right of the Basque People to 
decide their own future, and to the holding of a Referendum on the aforementioned 
Agreement before the end of 2010:  Yes or No? 
 

 
Text of the proposed declaration: (translation via google.com) 
 
MANIFIESTO A FAVOR DE LA CONSULTA A LA CIUDADANÍA VASCA 

"Declaration in favor of consulting the Basque citizens" 
 

Ante la suspensión por parte del Gobierno Español de la Ley de Consulta a la Ciudadanía 
aprobada por el Parlamento Vasco el 27 de junio de 2008, las instituciones que representan a 
la diáspora vasca organizada del Continente Americano deseamos hacer públicas las siguientes 
consideraciones: 
Faced with the suspension by the Spanish government of the Law on Citizenship Consultation 
approved by the Basque Parliament on June 27, 2008, the institutions that represent the 
Basque diaspora in the Americas organized wish to publish the following considerations: 

La sociedad civil ha jugado en las últimas décadas un papel protagónico en la lucha contra la 
violencia y en la defensa del diálogo sin exclusiones como camino para abrir un proceso de paz 

y normalización política en el País Vasco. Es un activo irrenunciable del que dispone el Pueblo 
Vasco para construir un futuro mejor. 
Civil society has played in recent decades a leading role in the fight against violence and in 

defence of dialogue without exclusions as a way to open a peace process and political 
normalization in the Basque Country. It is an indispensable asset available to the Basque 
People to build a better future. 
 

La participación ciudadana en la vida política es un fenómeno global que también se ha 
incorporado a la construcción de la paz, por lo que nadie debería oponerse al ejercicio de un 
principio tan elemental en el País Vasco. En tal sentido, cabe recordar que el Comité de 
Ministros del Consejo de Europa ha señalado que es necesario enriquecer el diálogo político 
con la opinión de la ciudadanía sobre aquellos temas que más le afectan. 
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Citizen participation in political life is a global phenomenon that has also been incorporated 
into the construction of peace, so nobody should oppose the pursuit of a principle so basic in 

the Basque Country. In this connection, he recalled that the Committee of Ministers of the 
Council of Europe has identified the need to enhance political dialogue with the view of the 
public on those issues that most affect them. 

Los pretendidos límites supuestamente existentes en la legalidad española y que, según se 
alega, impedirían consultar la voluntad de los vascos, resultan indefendibles en democracia 
ante una tendencia internacional que, como la precedentemente expuesta, nadie cuestiona, 
máxime cuando el Gobierno Español dialoga con ETA mientras que simultánea y 
sistemáticamente se niega a hacerlo con las instituciones democráticas vascas. 

The alleged supposedly existing limits on the legality and Spanish that is claimed, would 
prevent consult the will of the Basques, they are indefensible in a democracy to an 
international trend which, as previously exposed, no one questioned, especially when the 
Government speaks Spanish with ETA while simultaneously and systematically refuses to do 
with democratic institutions Basque. 

 
En un momento histórico en el que las sociedades modernas buscan profundizar en la 

democracia, es muy difícil oponerse a situar a las personas en el centro de la actividad 
política. No hay mayor contribución a una nueva cultura política más plenamente democrática 
que conocer directamente y de forma constante la opinión de su ciudadanía. 
In a historic moment in which modern societies seek to deepen democracy, it is very difficult 
to oppose placing people at the centre of political activity. There is no greater contribution to a 
new democratic political culture more fully aware that directly and consistently the view of his 
citizenship. 

El Pueblo Vasco es uno de los más antiguos de Europa. Es un pueblo mayor de edad, con 
identidad propia, y como tal le corresponde el derecho a ser consultado para poder decidir su 

propio futuro. En el siglo XXI los proyectos de convivencia entre los pueblos no deben 
plantearse desde la imposición sino desde la libre adhesión plasmada en pactos que tomen en 
consideración la opinión de la ciudadanía, libre y democráticamente expresada.  

The Basque Country is one of the oldest in Europe. It is a village of age with its own identity 
and as such has the right to be consulted to determine their own future. In the twenty-first 
century projects coexistence among peoples should not arise since the imposition but from 
self-accession embodied in pacts to take into consideration the views of the public, freely and 

democratically expressed. 
 
La diáspora vasca desea un nuevo acuerdo entre todas las sensibilidades políticas del país sin 
que nadie tenga derecho a veto. Si determinadas formaciones políticas se niegan 
sistemáticamente a dialogar, es necesario dar la palabra al pueblo y aplicar los principios 
básicos de la democracia. 

The Basque diaspora wants a new agreement among all the political sensitivities of the 
country without anyone having the right to veto. If certain political groups systematically 
refuse to talk, it is necessary to call on the people and implement the basic principles of 
democracy. 
 
Por lo expuesto, las firmantes hacemos público nuestro apoyo más entusiasta y decidido para 

que, en cumplimiento de la Ley sancionada por el Parlamento Vasco y conforme a los términos 

de la misma ... 
Accordingly, the signatories do our public support for more enthusiastic and determined that, 
pursuant to the Act enacted by the Basque Parliament and in accordance with the terms of the 
same ... 


